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About This Game

92% of Steam Curators reviews recommend this game

Finalist - Quo Vadis (2017)
Finalist - Nordic Game Discovery Contest (2017)

Showcase - Indie Arena at Gamescom Finalist (2017)
Showcase - Game Happens (2017)

Showcase - INDIGO (2017)

Downward Spiral: Prologue is inspired by 70’s sci-fi movies and modern TV series; it’s the most immersive journey in VR, has
distinct style, intense deathmatch, gunpowder smelling action in zero gravity and mystery you have never experienced before.

It’s the first game released using new innovative way of moving freely in VR space without players suffering from motion
sickness. Built by award winning industry veterans.

Features:
-3 game modes: Solo, Co-Op and Deathmatch
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-Intense Deathmatch in zero gravity for up to 8 players
-15-30 minutes long Journey mode, the most immersive journey ever, especially in online in co-op

-New Innovative way to move freely in VR without suffering motion sickness
-Play with or without room-scale

-Electronic ambient soundtrack composed by platinum selling HIM frontman Ville Valo.

Game's focus is on environmental storytelling, as the game features no dialogue or cinematics.
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Title: Downward Spiral: Prologue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
3rd Eye Studios
Publisher:
3rd Eye Studios
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64 Bit and Oculus Touch / HTC Vive required

English
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downward spiral prologue. downward spiral prologue review. downward spiral prologue vr. downward spiral prologue
soundtrack

I just started to create my character and I discovored. What Kind of joke? Limited customisation, I dont event want to try. The
only thing you can change is the name and the powers.. One of the best games ever!
The graphic and gameplay are from another world.
Its so well made that all the other games to look like♥♥♥♥♥♥

10/10. Everything you need to know before buying this awesome simple fighting game.
Enjoy the video.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SMvkHOJU-xI
. Really enjoying the general board game presentation of the game as well as the design and gameplay of the factions and units.
(Minor) Bugs are still there, but I hope they will be ironed out soon so the game can live up to its potential. Just started tinkering
with the table editor which has some interesting features to build small and large battlefields. Campaign is just a bonus for me.
What I am looking for is to spend time putting together armies and testing them out in a solid miniature hex-tile combat (vsAI,
1vs1, 2vs2) for some good Heroscape-fun.

The demo gives you a pretty good impression of the game. So if you are interested, just try it out, nothing to loose.. love it <3
please add mulitplayer though
much appreciated. http://gamrha.us/topic/124/review-nancy-drew-secrets-can-kill

Secrets Can Kill was the very first Nancy Drew video game and was originally released in 1998. Twelve years later, Her
Interactive decided to give the game an engine makeover and re-release the game in 2010 capable of running smoothly on
modern Windows computers. The original game remains intact, only the engine displaying it is updated so the original acting,
story, gameplay, puzzles and graphics are still there.

There is no doubt that Secrets Can Kill shows its age. The update is great and makes the game installs and plays smoothly (we
tested via Steam) without any problems on Windows 10, which is great. The game is much shorter than, say, Shadow at the
Water's Edge, which was released right after the 2010 remake of Secrets Can Kill.

The game is a classic, it started the entire Nancy Drew series and is well worth a play. My eight year old said that even she still
enjoyed it very much, while obviously not as good as the later games.

The acting on this original title, as the writing for the characters, leaves them extremely flat. They don't really feel like living
characters at all and it makes it hard to really be pulled into the game. The number of locations is very limited, although this is
pretty common in the Nancy Drew games in general.

Overall the game is dark and feels a bit creepier than it should because of the flat, lifeless characters and the sense of being
"trapped" unable to explore very broadly. The game has some dark elements and the puzzles are a bit hard and non-intuitive.
You spend a lot of time looking at bulletin boards and in the end, none of it makes any sense. But it has such historic importance
to the gaming franchise that it is valuable for that reason alone.

Overall the game is worth playing, but very weak. If you are looking to test the series, this is not the title to try. If you are
dedicated to playing through the series in its entirety, then this title is, quite obviously, a must. And starting with the 2010
remake is not a problem at all as the game play elements are left completely intact.. YOBA forever!!!. Definitely a mind-
opener. To be honest, when the game tells of such a deep moral message that - in the end, you decide the outcome to your
learning of, it really couldn't matter less. The visual and mental message gets to you. If you have been feeling down or prehaps
not feeling like what you could be worth anything, or that you have little meaning, i strongly reccomend you play this game
through and define your own future.. Who doesn't want to play god for once? In this game you have the chance to do so, by
clicking..well..on rain and sandstorm..and...yeah that's it kinda?

https:\/\/youtu.be\/sGXh8fjmU-E

Really..I don't know how to sucribe that. You click on "Do some Rain", "Do some drought" - which was the ugliest font I have
ever seen. In the background you can here the sample (bad quality) of a club song.
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A beautifully crafted single-player puzzle game by the folks at Wayforward behind games like Shantae, Double Dragon Neon,
Contra 4, and Ducktales Remastered! With Jake Kaufman on the music once again your ears will be blessed by bouncy beats as
you partake in some passionate puzzles! Good price tag (even at launch) and fun gameplay that'll have you switching up your
noggin' as you try and solve them.. Lmfao only 3 people total (including myself) were online. Gameplay not even smooth. Waste
of a download.. Worthwhile - if you know what you're letting yourself in for.

This is a sim with many problems. The graphics are about as badly optimised as most of these sims, so it can get quite chuggy
even with its relatively simple graphics; saving is very wobbly indeed and has a habit of wiping one's setups; the extremely
repetitive background music can't be switched off without also muting the show soundtrack; user-configured racks don't have a
simultaneous ignition option, and so on.

But what works works fairly well, and there are some good ideas there. I like the fact that it shows an audio waveform to help
line up the effects (though a slow option and step keys would be useful), and allows you to line up airbursts both by launch time
and by detonation time. The graphics are rudimentary but look quite pretty within their limitations.

It's not perfect. In many ways it's barefly functional. It's certainly not worth full price. And the devs seem to have abandoned it,
so there's a big caveat emptor hanging over it. But I've had some fun with it, and if you catch it on sale you might too.. I literally
just got back from Emerald City Comiccon, where I played this game for the first time, and I've already bought the game. It is
100% worth the cheap price for such a fun and innovative tank game. Despite a lack of community for it, this game deserves
every ammount of praise I can give. The controls are tight and intuitive, especially with a controller. After my first match, I got
used to playing and ended up winning a few games. The fast paced speed makes for an easy pick up and play experience, or for
longer tournament stile party playing. The dev who was there was exceedingly friendly, and I seriously hope this game blows up,
because it definitely deserves it.. The sort of game you play while drinking a warm cup of chocolate. Worth your money.
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